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angela perry 3 hours ago 

awesome! i saw something too,it was fast, i believe I agree with Vickie Shelton, add HAARP 

and the PLANNED MAN-MADE earthquakes,sinkholes, solar flares and radiation 

storm,seismic activity by volcanos,etc....God said the heavens would be shaken,but I think 

the general consensus between all WATCHERS and CHRISTIANS is a KNOWING 

SOMETHING BIG AND CATASTROPHIC IS HAPPENING..SPED ALONG WITH HAARP, 

and the Word of God,we got ourselves Rapture trigger coming,keep Jesus in focus,prepare 

our souls,TY,GBY

·

Qronos16 3 hours ago 

God bless!

· in reply to angela perry

pak kai lo 3 hours ago 

this shaking is a horizontal movement, and a pulse type with random period, but during the 

shaking interival, the frequency seem to be fixed at about 2 hz, clearly, the deep layer of crest 

begin to break, notice also, when it reach ground , the osc. change to sin wave, the 

fundermental component of the breaking because the earth crust filter the signal from a rect. 

pulse into a sin wave only, good luck, it is a basic proof of CHRIST, only GOD can do this 

worldwide.AMEN!!!

· 3 

Qronos16 3 hours ago 

Thanks for your input. God bless!

· in reply to pak kai lo

dartek14 4 hours ago 

Well done and very dramatic but it seems like the intervals are very like a catès rubbing up 

against the tripod leg. Seismic activity that repetitive would have been noticed. In fact we 

have footage of cams during seismic and the images are effectively blurred. RE: Diaspora we 

should not long for his return for it will bring damnation we must persevere and pray as 

Abraham over Sodom and Gamorrah. 
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·

Qronos16 3 hours ago 

The tripod had no problems. Remember I used 2 different cameras and tripods. 

Plus I have since used the same set up on a different night no shaking of the 

moon. 

· in reply to dartek14

Qronos16 9 hours ago 

Hosea 4:6:

My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will 

also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy 

God, I will also forget thy children. 

· 7 in reply to eyewitness043(Show the comment)

def44 8 hours ago 

What is the music playing please?

I'm more fascinated that they knew earth had its 'wobble' 3000 years ago but then our 

ancestors watched the stars more than we did so it stands to reason.

The pole is already shifting (allegedly)

· 4 

click to leave a comment

EnergyInventor 29 minutes ago 

Should check out Astral Traveler channel, The videos are a little long but he cover a lot of 

information. He's very straight forward and honest. If he doesn't know, he will tell 

you. Amazingly, he does not get your normal trolls on his channel because they can't debunk 

the NASA data. One video shows the moon all over the place.

· in reply to Qronos16(Show the comment)

EnergyInventor 37 minutes ago 

Should check out Astral Traveler channel. I believe he has proved object X exists and he has 

proven without a doubt the moon is all over the place in his last two video. He uses NASA's 

own data to prove this and nothing else. The moon proof was amazing. And he knows out 

poles are flipping magnetically. 

·

momo30001 40 minutes ago 

Maybe the moon is a huge starship and now it s moving again

·

sgdeluxedoc 51 minutes ago 

Aftershocks from Thursday's California earthquake? I'm just guessing , but if you live in Cal or 

even Oregon, the quake was felt over a wide area, and naturally there'd be aftershocks.. the 

shaking looks just about right, intensity wide. So.. do you live in or near California?

·

copperkid77able 1 hour ago 

The vibrations happened in 7 second intervals. Very interesting. Thanks for sharing.

·

mmallet6644 3 hours ago 

The end.....

·
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